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Panic buying pushes commodity prices up

Prices of some commodities in Dhaka city increased on Wednesday in what traders attributed to panic buying

amid fears of the COVID-19 viral pandemic. Amid a virtual lockdown, thousands of families sought to make a food

stock. Prices of rice, pulses, flour, potato, beef, egg, both imported and local spices have risen in the last two days

for the reason, said traders. In many places, the FE found a shortage of dry food, hand sanitisers, oral saline, toilet

paper, baby diaper and bath soaps. Jewel Rana, proprietor of Bismillah Store at West Dhanmondi, said panic

buying started with the government's announcement on Monday to vacate all educational institutions until March

31. This sudden rise in demand caused a hike in the prices of some commodities, he told the FE. Rice prices rose

by Tk 3.0-5.0 a kg depending on varieties as coarse rice sold at Tk 40-44, medium quality at Tk 50-54, finer at Tk 60-

68 on Wednesday. Lentil rose in price by Tk 10-20 a kg as was sold at Tk 85-90 (coarse) and Tk 120-145 (finer).
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/panic-buying-pushes-commodity-prices-up-1584553159

বিশ্ব অর্থনীবিতি সুনাবি ঢেউতের অতেক্ষাে িাাংলাতেশ

বিশ্ব অর্থনীবিতি রীবিমতিো িোণ্ডিলীলো চোলোতে কবিড-১৯। অিূিপূিথ এক দুত থ্োতের মধ্য বিতে ্োতে বিবশ্বক বিতপোৎপোিন খোি। চীন, ্ুক্তরোষ্ট্র ও ইউতরোতপর

দিিগুতলোসহ বিবশ্বক অর্থনীবির রর্ী-মহোরর্ী সি দিতিরই উৎপোিন খোি এখন পুতরোপুবর ধ্রোিোেী। ছত্রিঙ্গ হতে দেতছ পুুঁবি, মুদ্রো ও পণ্যিোিোর। অর্থননবিক এ

মহোদুত থ্োতের ক্ষেক্ষবি দর্তক বনি বনি দিতির আবর্থক খোি, িযিসোপ্রবিষ্ঠোন সতিথোপবর বনি িনেণ্তক সুরক্ষো বিতি বিবিন্ন দিতির পক্ষ দর্তক এরই মতধ্য দনেো

হতেতছ প্রতণ্োিনোমূলক নোনো পিতক্ষপ। ্বিও এ কতরোনো সুনোবমর দেউতের আঘোি কীিোতি সোমোল দিতি িোাংলোতিি, িো এখতনো পবরষ্কোর নে। ৮০টিরও দিবি দিি এরই

মতধ্য আাংবিক িো পূণ্থিোতি সীমোন্ত িন্ধ কতর বিতেতছ। লকডোউতন রতেতছ এর অবধ্কোাংিই। পণ্য পবরিহন িযিস্থো এখন প থ্ন্ত চোলু র্োকতলও বিতিিীতির েুকতি বিতি

চোতে নো দকউই। বিবশ্বক প থ্টন, বিতপোৎপোিন, দসিো ও আবর্থক খোিতক পুতরোপুবর িলোবনতি এতন দেতলতছ নতিল কতরোনোিোইরোস। চলমোন মন্দো কোটোতি ক্ষবিগ্রস্ত

দিিগুতলো নোনো অর্থননবিক প্রতণ্োিনো কমথসূবচ হোতি বনতে। এরই মতধ্য মোবকথ ন অর্থনীবিতক িোুঁ চোতি স্থোনীে সমে অনু্োেী মঙ্গলিোর সকোতল ৮৫ হোিোর দকোটি ডলোতররও

দিবি পযোতকি িোস্তিোেতনর উতিযোে দনেো হতে িতল িোনোে ট্রোম্প প্রিোসন। এর মতধ্য শুধু্ ৩০ হোিোর দকোটি ডলোর দিেো হতি এেোরলোইনস খোি ও কু্ষদ্র িযিসোেীতির

িযিসো টিবকতে রোখতি। দুত থ্োেকোলীন িোিো বহতসতি নেি ও করছোতের আকোতর ৫০ হোিোর দকোটি ডলোতরর সহোেিো পোতি মোবকথ ন িনেণ্।

https://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/224137/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-

%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A5%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87-

%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BF-

%E0%A6%A2%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%89%E0%A7%9F%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bb-caught-napping-bangladesh-grapples-coronavirus-1882768

4 SoBs may take over Tk 5,232cr Navana loans with 51 banks, NBFIs

Troubled four state-owned banks have initiated moves to take over around Tk 5,232 crore in loans of 17

subsidiaries of Navana Group from 51 banks and non-bank financial institutions as the group is struggling to repay

debts. The initiatives of the banks, which are suffering from high non-performing loans, came following instruction

of the finance ministry. The SoBs which are going to take over Navana loans are Sonali, Rupali, Agrani and Janata.

The entities which issued credit to Navana Group include 32 banks and 19 NBFIs. Finance minister AHM Mustafa

Kamal has already held a meeting with top executives of the four state-owned banks to take over the loans of

Navana Group’s subsidiaries from other banks and NBFIs. Besides, the central bank is going to hold a meeting on

March 24 this year with the banks which has financed Navana Group so far.
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ADB announces $6.5b package to help members fight COVID-19

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) yesterday announced an initial package of $6.5 billion to help address the

immediate needs of its member countries in response to the fallout of the coronavirus pandemic. "This pandemic

has become a major crisis worldwide. It requires forceful action at the national, regional and global levels," ADB

President Masatsugu Asakawa said in a statement. The ADB is working with its developing member countries to

formulate an aggressive plan of action to tackle the pandemic, protect the poor and vulnerable and also ensure

that the economies bounce back as soon as possible. Based on dialogues with member countries and peer

institutions, the ADB has deployed this $6.5 billion rescue package to help its members recover from the

coronavirus outbreak.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/adb-announces-65b-package-help-members-fight-covid-19-1882720

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102578/4-sobs-may-take-over-tk-5232cr-navana-loans-with-51-banks-nbfis

BB caught napping as Bangladesh grapples with coronavirus

A good number of banks in the US, Canada and many other countries around the world have temporarily shut

their branches or scaled back their retail operations as part of their efforts to flatten the curve on coronavirus. Not

just that, central banks around the world are coming up with rescue packages to help their economies tide over

the coronavirus-induced slowdown. For instance, the Federal Reserve, the central bank of the US, has cut interest

rate to essentially zero on March 15 and launched a massive $700 billion quantitative easing programme to shelter

the economy from the effects of the virus. Similarly, the Bank of England had earlier slashed the rates by 50 basis

points, and on Tuesday, British Chancellor Rishi Sunak unveiled a £350bn lifeline for the economy. Closer to home,

the Reserve Bank of India is mulling over cutting the interest rate to help shore up the Indian economy amid the

rapidly escalating global coronavirus pandemic.
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/dse-ignores-calls-quarantine-market-58186

Increasing calls from investors to suspend stock trading – to halt the market's free-fall amid coronavirus fears – has 

led the Dhaka Stock Exchange to shorten trading time by an hour. Investors and analysts said the move could

heavily impact the market as more investors would face forced sales of their shares.  "Reducing trading hours from

four to three is a ridiculous decision, as three minutes are enough to pull the market down," said a merchant

banker, on condition of anonymity. The Philippines shut its market two days ago. Trading at many other markets,

such as in Sri Lanka and Jordan, were paused to prevent further slumps. However, the DSE is moving very slowly –

as if they want to see how far the market can decline. Investors have already lost around Tk80,000 crore in the last

20 working days since February 19. DSEX, the main index of the DSE, dropped to 3,603 points from 4,758 points in

just 30 days. The market has been losing five percent or more, each session, for the last few days.

Country’s first ISP struggling

Information Services Network – the country's first internet service provider (ISP) – is struggling because it has not

upgraded its technology to survive on the competitive market.   The company, which was listed on the stock

market in 2002, was not able to pay dividends to its shareholders for five years in a row from 2013.  In the last

financial year, it made a profit and provided just a two percent cash dividend to its shareholders. However, its

sponsors and directors did not receive any dividends.  HRC Group and Ispahani Group jointly set up the company

in 1996. Later, Ispahani withdrew its stake.  Sayeed Hossain Chowdhury, chairman of the company, told The

Business Standard, "We are trying to bring the company to a better situation."  About the country's doing-business

environment, he said competition has increased in the internet business. 
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DSE ignores calls to quarantine the market

https://tbsnews.net/economy/countrys-first-isp-struggling-58126

PDB among top coal power expansion cos in world: study

The Power Development Board has ranked among the top coal power expansion companies in the world in a

report released globally on Wednesday. The report prepared by six non-governmental organisations based in the

United States, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands also revealed that fossil fuel financing had increased each

year since the Paris agreement signed in late 2015 with 35 private banks investing $2.7 trillion in the fossil fuel

industry till 2019. The report titled ‘Banking on Climate Change 2020’ also named 100 top fossil fuel expansion and

coal power expansion companies along with their bankers. The PDB has placed 13th among the 16 major coal

power expansion companies with 4,700 megawatts capacity under development. The India’s National Thermal

Power Corporation Ltd has ranked the largest coal power expansion company with the capacity of 30,541 MW. 

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102579/pdb-among-top-coal-power-expansion-cos-in-world-study
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Virus vexes travel sector

The global business travel sector is expected to take a revenue hit of about US $820 billion ($82,000 crore), with

China accounting for nearly half of the losses, as corporates curb travel plans in the face of the coronavirus

epidemic, an industry body said, reports Reuters. Business travel to Asia has been the worst hit, with at least three

out of every four companies reporting they have cancelled or suspended all or most business trips to China, Hong

Kong, Taiwan and other Asia-Pacific countries, according to a survey by Global Business Travel Association (GBTA).

The industry group's latest estimate is sharply above its February forecast of a $560 billion hit. The fast-spreading

virus, which originated in the central Chinese city of Wuhan, has killed more than 6,000 people, mostly in China,

while disrupting businesses globally. "Coronavirus is significantly impacting the business travel industry's bottom

line," GBTA Chief Operating Officer Scott Solombrino said in a statement. 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/virus-vexes-travel-sector-1584550376

H&M closes all stores in biggest markets Germany and the United States

H&M (HMb.ST) is temporarily closing all its 460 stores in Germany, its number one market for sales, and all 590 in

its second largest market the United States, due to the coronavirus outbreak. The world's second-biggest fashion

retailer said in a statement it was also closing all its stores in Canada, Portugal and Belgium. It said its sales in

China, where it has reopened most of its stores, had gradually started to recover, and that it was now focusing on

adjusting buying and inventory levels. H&M has over the past week also closed its stores in Italy Poland, Spain, the

Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Belgium, France, Austria, Luxembourg, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia and Kazakhstan,

and also some in Greece.

https://tbsnews.net/international/global-economy/hm-closes-all-stores-biggest-markets-germany-and-united-states-58225
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/world-markets-slump-recession-fears-eclipse-stimulus-1882705

World markets slump as recession fears eclipse stimulus

Global stock and oil markets plunged Wednesday, as vast stimulus measures failed to offset heightened concerns

that the worsening coronavirus outbreak will tip the world into a deep downturn, dealers said. In European stock

market trading, Frankfurt, London and Paris tanked around five percent in morning deals, after similar dizzying

losses across Asia. Before the market open in Paris, French regulators banned for one month short-selling, or the

betting that markets will fall -- extending an initial one-day halt, in an effort to curb steep losses. World oil prices

spiralled lower on energy demand woes, with New York's WTI crude touching a 17-year low at $25.08 per barrel,

hurt also by a bitter price war between producers Saudi Arabia and Russia. The dollar meanwhile rose across the

aboard, including versus the Japanese yen which is seen as a haven investment in times of economic turbulence. 
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Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

16-Mar-20 5.5 5.00 5.16 1,662

15-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.19 1,157

12-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,593

11-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,194

10-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,138

9-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,510

8-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,652

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates


